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I.

I NTRODUCTION

For the past few years, we’ve begun to witness an exponential growth in the information and communication technologies
(ICT) sector. While undoubtedly a milestone, all of this occurs
at the expense of high energy costs needed to supply servers,
data centers, and any use of computers [1]. Associated with
these high energy costs is the emission of greenhouse gases.
These two issues have become major problems in society [2].
The ICT sector contributes to 8% of the overall energy consumption [3], with 50% of the energy costs of an organization
being attributed to the IT departments [4].
Since energy-efficient hardware is canceled out by inefficient software, where “Up to 90% of energy used by ICT
hardware can be attributed to software” [5], this is where
we should begin looking. This isn’t shocking, since software
development has always focused on response efficiency/functionality, not minimization of power consumption [6], making
software design/construction energy-unaware.
We would like to present our work, where using advanced
Spectrum-Fault Localization techniques, we detect energyconsumption faults (Red Smells) in software code. In doing so,
we can detect which fragments of code consume the most/least,
and using this information, offer ways to refactor source code
to become green-aware.
II.

III.

As shown by Chambers and Scaffidi [9], alerting an enduser of a bad smell, and subsequently advising them how to
fix those smells, increases success rates at finding and fixing
those problems.
Since applying SFL for energy analysis is program language independent technique, we can exercise the same principal to identify “Red Smells” in the LabVIEW environment.
Along with “Red Smell” detection, we can also define a
green/red catalog and appropriate suggested refactor, to help
end-users find and fix these energy-leaks. These changes will
allow LabVIEW to be more energy-aware, reducing energy
and monetary costs.
IV.

While analyzing source code, we can consider the excess
energy consumption to be energy-leaks. Considering this, we
apply a fault-localization techniques in source code to detect
these energy-leaks.

Currently, using Intel’s Power Gadget framework1 , we
obtain the energy-consumption for each function in a Clanguage program. Using an adapted SFL model for energyconsumption, we can easily detect where energy-leaks occur.
Using this information, we are beginning to construct a
“Red Smell” catalog for software code, and the appropriate
refactoring to turn the software more “Green-Aware”.
1 Intel’s
Power
intel-power-gadget-20

Gadget:

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/
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Our research group has relevant experience applying research results in industry in the following funded projects:

E NERGY C ONSUMPTION D ETECTION

This technique, Spectrum-based Fault Localization
(SFL) [7], [8], is a statistical analysis based on the program’s
execution with the goal of locating program faults. We easily
adapt SFL to localize energy-leaks in a program, giving us a
thorough analysis of where excess energy is being consumed
so one may be able to resolve this problem.

A PPLICATION IN L AB VIEW

•

In the Spreadsheets as a Programming Paradigm
(SSaaPP) project, we have applied model-driven engineering approaches in projects with Bosch, Primavera
Software, and National Food Bank.

•

In the context of green-computing, we are currently
working in the GreenSSMC project, alongside VisionSpace where we use techniques to detect high energy
consumption in the mission control software system
of the European Space Agency (ESA).
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